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As people move back into the cities,
they want comfortable, affordable
apartments within an established
community.
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Henry Ford revolutionized the
automobile industry by putting
the world on wheels with the
manufacturing of a high quality
automobile that would be
affordable to everyday people.
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Vonovia is revolutionizing
the building planning
process by ...

Potential
identification

Planning of
modular and serial
buildings

Realization
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Step 1
Determining building potential

A highly flexible building potential identification tool

XYZ
XYZ
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Benefits of the VONOVIA building gap tool

High
Performance

High
Accuracy

Acquisitions

Identify possible
building spaces or
building modification
possibilities within
minutes

Identify valuable
development areas and
building gaps

Quickly determine value
of new vacant lots

The automatic identification of possible building spaces is currently unique
in the housing industry
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How the tool works

Multiple parameters

Structured
potential analysis

Quick and
precise results

An example:
Gap Analysis Berlin
Currently
known potential

13
vacant
building lots

New potential
detected by
building gap tool

67
additional
building lots

+515%
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Steps 2 & 3
Planning and realization
of modular and serial buildings

Modular, serial building concept
Lego principle building approach
Modular development of ground and
floor plans according to the smallest
common

Individual mix of living spaces
through multiple ways of assembling
the modules
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Building Information Modelling (BIM)
Efficient process and production

Facade

Data exchange with planning
specialists
Optimal ground plan through
industrialized design and
construction

Ground floor

List

Efficient maintenance and repairs of
buildings as a result of information
from databank
Automated generation of material
lists and material costs
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The big picture
Do it once right. Repeat!
Highly adaptable to difficult local and structural demands
Greater cost control due to concept development, individual solutions and prefabrications
Cost degression due to high volume effects and insourced labor
Quicker building process with more efficient use of materials
Easier maintenance due to standard components and
high level of customer data
Response to shortage of skilled labor
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Value uplift potential
1

Conventional

2

Vonovia serial approach

Building cost: € 2,500 per m²

Building cost: € 1,800 per m² (estimate)

Value break even
at € 11.50 rent/m²

~35% value uplift on total investment (incl. property)
at € 11.50 rent/m²

Resulting in
value uplift:

1 apartment:

+ €50 k

1,000 apartments:

x+

=

€50 m

Text/Zahl

10,000 apartments:

Text/Zahl
+ €500
m
Text/Zahl
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Pilotproject Bochum – Allensteiner Str.

Multi-unit Dwelling with 3
floors, 5 apartments each
ca. 21x22 m
ca. 766 m² living space
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Planning affordable housing
New constructions and building modifications

Disclaimer
This presentation has been specifically prepared by Vonovia SE and/or its affiliates (together, “Vonovia”) for internal use. Consequently, it may not be sufficient or
appropriate for the purpose for which a third party might use it.
This presentation has been provided for information purposes only and is being circulated on a confidential basis. This presentation shall be used only in accordance
with applicable law, e.g. regarding national and international insider dealing rules, and must not be distributed, published or reproduced, in whole or in part, nor may
its contents be disclosed by the recipient to any other person. Receipt of this presentation constitutes an express agreement to be bound by such confidentiality and the
other terms set out herein.
This presentation includes statements, estimates, opinions and projections with respect to anticipated future performance of Vonovia ("forward-looking statements")
which reflect various assumptions concerning anticipated results taken from DA’s current business plan or from public sources which have not been independently
verified or assessed by Vonovia and which may or may not prove to be correct. Any forward-looking statements reflect current expectations based on the current
business plan and various other assumptions and involve significant risks and uncertainties and should not be read as guarantees of future performance or results and
will not necessarily be accurate indications of whether or not such results will be achieved. Any forward-looking statements only speak as at the date the presentation
is provided to the recipient. It is up to the recipient of this presentation to make its own assessment of the validity of any forward-looking statements and assumptions
and no liability is accepted by Vonovia in respect of the achievement of such forward-looking statements and assumptions.
Vonovia accepts no liability whatsoever to the extent permitted by applicable law for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or penalty arising from any use of this
presentation, its contents or preparation or otherwise in connection with it.
No representation or warranty (whether express or implied) is given in respect of any information in this presentation or that this presentation is suitable for the
recipient’s purposes. The delivery of this presentation does not imply that the information herein is correct as at any time subsequent to the date hereof.
Vonovia has no obligation whatsoever to update or revise any of the information, forward-looking statements or the conclusions contained herein or to reflect new
events or circumstances or to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent subsequent to the date hereof.
Tables and diagrams may include rounding effects.
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